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laser-induced forward transfer in combustion synthesis: a novel method to prepare carbon nanotubes with an inner metal core and a carbon shell is proposed. [24] researchers in china have produced designer circuits
made of carbon nanotubes, which could have a major impact on the way we design and build electronic systems. [23] a team of scientists from the helmholtz-zentrum dresden-rossendorf (hzdr), in collaboration with
researchers from monash university australia, has succeeded in significantly increasing the stability and biocompatibility of special light-transducing nanoparticles. [22] adi pick and his team at the hebrew university of
jerusalem have created a molecular device that can be used in artificial intelligence applications as well as in biomolecular assembly, sensing, dna-driven computation and molecular information and storage. [21] the way
dna folds largely determines which genes are read out. john van noort and his team have quantified how easily rolled-up dna parts stack. [19] category: dna, rna, avidimion and proteins the companies constructed an
application for data transmission via optical fiber lines, which when combined with high-speed quantum cryptography communications technologies demonstrated practical key distribution speeds even in a real-world
environment. [34] encrypted quantum keys have been sent across a record-breaking 421 km of optical fibre at the fastest data rate ever achieved for long-distance transmission. [33] the companies constructed an
application for data transmission via optical fiber lines, which when combined with high-speed quantum cryptography communications technologies demonstrated practical key distribution speeds even in a real-world
environment. [33] category: quantum physics
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let's look at one before we get to the more encompassing question of what the universe is made of. [22] scientists at mit and harvard university have developed a new type of liquid-metal-based artificial muscle that
offers the potential to respond to electrical signals. [21] an artificial muscle inspired by motor neurons could enable the miniaturization of medical devices such as stents and artificial pacemakers. [20] category: quantum

physics the research - titled "long term persistence of memory, plasticity, and network connectivity in a three-dimensional brain-anatomy model" - comprises the first rigorous simulation of a three-dimensional brain
model. under §1603(c), the administrative record in this case is to include "all documents and materials directly or indirectly considered by [commerce] or relied on by it in reaching the final determination in this case." as

noted above, with respect to one important issue in this case, commerce's analysis of the company's experience with labor cost gains over an entire industry is not supported by evidence that any company other than
keurig experienced this loss, let alone a loss of this magnitude. similarly, with respect to two other issues, commerce's analysis of the company's experience with labor cost gains is also not supported by evidence that

any company other than keurig experienced such a gain. accordingly, as discussed below, with respect to those two issues, commerce's analysis of the company's experience is not supported by substantial evidence. the
actual itc investigation of this investigation involved collecting information on imports of stainless steel plate from the united states to the international market. as a result of the information collected, the itc determined
that stainless steel plate, plain sheet and strip from germany, austria, belgium and switzerland was being, or was likely to be, sold in the united states at less than fair value (ltfv). as part of the section 751 investigation,

the itc collected information on import volumes of all u.s. stainless steel plate and strip imports between january 1, 2009 and july 31, 2009. this information was analyzed to calculate, for each antidumping duty order, the
weighted-average margin of the imports during the period. although the accuracy of some of the information was subject to some uncertainty at the time it was used, itc staff advised that the information was useful for

calculating the weighted-average duty rates. 5ec8ef588b
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